‘Dry Air Only’ at one fixed monthly price
For value-conscious companies that wish to keep their safe storage of components & PCBs inhouse but need an alternative to the capital investment typically required, Super Dry Totech has
launched a new “Dry Air Only” solution.
Founded under the principle that businesses should always have access to the latest technologies,
and great customer service but only as and when they need it, the Dry Air Only service is designed
for those looking to avoid the costs of owning, maintaining, and servicing their own moisture
management equipment.
There’s no up-front investment, nor are there any potentially costly charges for maintenance down
the line either. Costs of ownership such as depreciation, interest and calibration are avoided.
Customers pay a fixed regular amount to Super Dry Totech to manage their entire component &
MSD storage environment –only paying for the ‘dry air’ used. It provides the most efficient and cost
effective ‘dry air’ possible.
Migrating from a Dry Cabinet purchase to a Dry Air service model in which Super Dry Totech
maintains ownership of the equipment, the customer benefits by paying only for the service they
require and use and it is an easy option to adapt or upgrade to different technology as demands
change.
Super Dry Totech experts conduct a detailed analysis of requirements and after carefully defining the
exact environment required, including humidity, temperature, recovery time and traceability, the
consumer receives the appropriate storage paying only for the dry air - as it is consumed. One fixed
monthly price ensures accurate planning, both financially and operationally. The specialized Totech
engineering team can also help users develop procedures to solve storage and floor life issues.

Using Super Dry Totech traceability software, accurate records of the environment are readily
available, including door openings and regeneration cycles. Real time monitoring can also
automatically notify designated staff of any alarm conditions. Component tracking software enables
comprehensive control of component inventory, either integrated with existing ERP and MES
systems or used in a standalone fashion.
Super Dry Totech also provides online user guides & troubleshooting to get personnel proficient in
the principles of safe storage practices.
www.superdry-totech.com/dry-air-only-cabinet-rental

About Super Dry Totech
Delivering globally to the world’s top tier OEM and EMS companies, and manufacturing in Asia and
in Europe, Totech Super Dry has become the industry measure for ultra-low humidity storage
cabinets. Proper control of moisture sensitive devices (MSDs) per IPC and JEDEC standards has
become more critical than ever since the introduction of lead free and its higher reflow
temperatures.
Boasting <1% relative humidity control and the fastest recovery times, Super Dry cabinets are
available in a wide range of sizes and configurations, all with certified performance control
measures. Super Dry Totech Dry Tower Systems comprehensively solve the complex logistics
problems central to manufacturing with moisture sensitive devices in 4.0 smart factories.
As of May 2017 ASYS automation Group (Dornstadt, Germany) became a majority investment
partner.
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